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ZIE for Transformation

Modernize Green Screen Applications
Legacy modernization enables you to preserve your proven legacy IT assets and still evolve and effectively transform them to address the changing business needs economically.

While many legacy modernization solutions are available in market, mainframe enterprises adopt a screen-based modernization approach because it's relatively inexpensive and fast to market.

HCL ZIE for Transformation extends mission-critical terminal applications to the web, mobile, or as standard SOAP or RESTful web services without touching the existing application.

No rewriting, refactoring, or access to application source code is required. Reduce training costs, increase end user productivity with improved navigation and usability, and eliminate data entry errors.

**Overview**

Legacy modernization enables you to preserve your proven legacy IT assets and still evolve and effectively transform them to address the changing business needs economically.

While many legacy modernization solutions are available in market, mainframe enterprises adopt a screen-based modernization approach because it’s relatively inexpensive and fast to market.

HCL ZIE for Transformation extends mission-critical terminal applications to the web, mobile, or as standard SOAP or RESTful web services without touching the existing application.

No rewriting, refactoring, or access to application source code is required. Reduce training costs, increase end user productivity with improved navigation and usability, and eliminate data entry errors.

**Capabilities**

- **Dynamic User Interface Transformation**
  Tuneable default rendering and screen customization features of ZIE for Transformation, can help business render their existing application screens with a new, intuitive user interface.

- **Intuitive Application Navigation**
  Simplify and customize application navigation with macros and screen combinations, simplify application input with global variables, and use business logic to augment the terminal app with data from other sources.

- **Create Web Services**
  Create standard web services and JavaBeans™ to enable flexible reuse of terminal application business logic in new business processes and applications.

- **Choose Your Deployment and Access**
  Deploy applications to a variety of web servers, portal servers, and access applications from a variety of web browsers and devices, including mobile. Choose the option(s) that meet your business needs.

**Benefits**

- Reduce Disruptions
- Increase End-User Productivity
- Business Process Optimization
- Cost Minimization

---

**About HCL Software**

HCL Software is a division of HCL Technologies (HCL) that operates its primary software business. It develops, markets, sells, and supports over 20 product families in the areas of DevOps, Automation, Digital Solutions, Data Management, and Mainframes. HCL Software has offices and labs around the world to serve thousands of customers. Its mission is to drive ultimate customer success with their IT investments through relentless innovation of its products. For more information, please visit www.hcltechsw.com.
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